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I am in bed , shirtless, on the day that they declared Joe Biden and Kamala Harris as the next Presi-

dent and Vice-President of the United States. The Trump Administration has an expiration date. All along, I’ve wondered: what 

songs would a Trump Era Dead Kennedys have written? What would the UK Punks have growled about? It’s a legit question, be-

cause the way that singers and writers and artists and others have created art that comments on the Trump Administration has 

been brutal, but not nearly as brutal as Jello Biafra was in Holiday in Cambodia.  

 Plus, I’m happy that we have a VP I’ve seen at parties, and even got the “Hey” as I walked by at ‘em! 

 This is the Old School Punk issue, and the first of two planned issues on Punk Rock, and it was all because of my Dad.  

 I’ve loved Punk for decades, have gone in and out of the genre, and I’m incredibly happy that I can finally do this issue, and 

especially that I got to use another awesome cover from my darling wife Vanessa. She’s wonderful! 

 I wrote and laid this out while we’ve been evacuated from our home. There were fires, and while our house was spared, 

we suffered smoke damage, and for a family with various health issues, we can’t go back home yet. It’s been hard, we’ve had to 

fight with State Farm which was incredibly difficult, and with our landlord who is even more difficult. We were supported by y’all 

with our GoFundMe, which has saved our bacon in so many ways, and to the Red Cross, who helped us so much for weeks and 

weeks.  

 Next year, I’m doing 5 issues that will be dedicated to my paranormal loves. I’m not sure which zines are doing what, but 

for sure I’m doing UFOs, Ghosts, Bigfoot, Water Monsters, and Mothman. I can hear the more scientific among you tuning out, but 

I’ll also do an issue dedicated to my first love in music—SKA! 

Cover by the amazing Vanessa Applegate 



 



CRIME & The Avengers 

 
 

 

San Francisco  Punk has five important names: The Nuns. The 

Avengers. The Dead Kennedys. Green Day. CRIME. The 

Nuns and the Avengers didn’t last long at first, but came back more than once each. DK made a big impact 

starting in the 1980s, and have become icons, while Green Day became mega-stars. CRIME, on the other 

hand, was never bigger than San Francisco, but at the same time, they were the very definition of Punk in San 

Francisco.  I believe that we could say that CRIME was The Ramones of San Francisco. They are as deeply 

tied to the Mabuhay Gardens as The Ramones are with CBGBs. CRIME was little known outside of the Bay 

Area for ages. The Avengers, arguably my favorite of all Punk acts, were legendary, though even less-known 

than CRIME. Between the two of these bands, you can see what the San Francisco scene was, and how it 

should be what we all point to.  



They were far from the only ones, of course. Far less known than either, The 

Mutants, can be seen as decades ahead of the curve. They were the earliest 

participants in the world of ‘Art Punk’ that became a bigger deal in the 1990s 

with bands like My Barbarian. The Nuns were probably third on that list of 

important to defining the sound, but I’m writing about them, or more specifi-

cally Jennifer Miro, later in the issue. There were bands like The Adaptors, 

the Mummies, Dils, Wall of Voodoo, The Nails, and on an on. The none of 

them were iconic. 

 Let’s start with CRIME.  

 CRIME was a band that defined San Francisco Punk more than any 

other. They played, wait for it, fast and loud. They were sharp-dressers, and to quote the best film about a 

musical scene (24 Hour Party People), they wore their instruments well. though they were way more interest-

ed in playing for an emotional response.  

 And that response was anger.  

 They weren’t goading the crowd, like Mr. Rick Simms of The Didgits, but by amping up all the energy. 

In songs like Piss on Your Dog and Baby, You’re Repulsive, they’re hitting the notes to bring the energy to a 

peak, and then when you’re able to think about the lyrics, you get a little more angry. They come off as more 

intelligently planned than most garage rock, and they’re a bit smoother than a lot of the punk that was out 

there. The thing is, as much as The Sex Pistols were about a look, so was Crime, but the look was way more 

tense, less rough. Uniforms on stage that defined them as more interested in the look than the music.  

 Like The Avengers.  

 Let me start by saying that San Francisco was much bigger 

on giving the spotlight to women in Punk than New York, and 

probably LA, though X would stand as a glorious example in con-

tradiction to that. Penelope Houston is the greatest example of 

Punk Rock frontwoman. She’s tough as nails, and she’s got this 

energy about her that somehow makes the guitar seem second-

ary. I can remember seeing them live, but since I was little, I can’t 

remember much beyond thinking they were loud. I can remem-

ber how Penelope moved, half-cat, half-bulldozer.  
 But you now need to go to Spotify and listen to their cov-

er of Paint It Black.  

 NOW! 

 OK, you get it now, right? They were incredible at imbu-

ing everything they played with an incredible energy, but moreso, 

they played with a kind of anger that is infectious. Their original 

material is really good, but they were one of few bands that felt like they were breaking new musical ground. 

They were political, which actually seemed to focus that anger. They had one of the better guitarists in Greg 

Ingraham, and a sick drummer in Danny Furious. Serious, he could beat a drum set, and you can hear what 

that gives to the music in Paint It Black.  

 They weren’t around for long, but they had a big influence, and one of the bands they influenced the 

most was the Dead Kennedys. In a way, Jello Biafra and Penelope have the same sense of angry, intelligent 

energy to them. Those two defined the scene, and especially the Fab Mab punk sound. They played a LOT of 

shows at the Mab, and what’s amazing is that you could feel The Avengers impact all the way through the run 

of the Mab, well in the 1980s, when they had broken up in 1979. Crime didn’t last too much longer, which is 

probably for the best as they really never got the hang out of being better musicians.  

 The thing is, they were live bands for the most part. The Avengers opened for the Sex Pistols on their 

last show, and Steve Jones from the Pistols actually produced a recording session with them that became an 

EP called We Are The One. That was the entirety of their output until much after they’d broken up. They 

got back together for shows, with a new drummer and bassist, in 2004, but really, the original line-up is still 

the best.  



 A lot of CRIME is now dead. In fact, every founding member is now deep deep in the cold dark 

ground. They broke up in 1982, then got back together in 2002 and played until 2017, which I think is when 

the last original member, Johnny Strike, died. They had a couple of EPs, and a few collections. They were far 

less about the recording, though. I saw them live several times, and I can say that they were amazing live, but 

barely OK recorded. The Avengers, on the other hand, were just as good on vinyl as they were in person. It 

all comes through, likely because they were actual musicians.  



 



Mr. Rick Sims 
 is a performer. I was lucky enough to meet him 

when he was playing with Fred Snyder at Tower Records in Boston. He signed my CD. It was awesome.  

 The Didjits were the kind of Punk band that emerged as the bands of the first wave of Punk acts were 

fading away. These bands, they were just as raw as their earlier counterparts, but they were also more theat-

ric, and they had to go further to sell the vibe. This explains the rise of sub-genres like Horror Punk and 

Cowpunk in the 1980s. Even the bands that stuck around from the late 70s got a little more extreme, with 

LA’s FEAR being an excellent example. The Didjits were, in many ways, Mr. Rick Sims’ band. The songs were 

marked by the aggressive guitar, and the singing that plays between actual singing and growling. Nowhere are 

both of those things more perfectly deployed than in their cover of DEVO’s Mr. DNA, which is far superior 

to the original in its feeling of deep thrust. It’s a great song, and probably the best thing The Didjits ever did.  

 The best thing Mr. Rick Sims did, however, was play the best heel in the history of Punk Rock.  

 When he would play live shows, between songs, Rick would go and rile up the crowd. Usually, it 

would be simple stuff, like mocking local sports teams, but sometimes he would go a LOT further. If video of 

some of his inter-song segments made it to YouTube today, well, let’s just say it’s likely he would be well-

beyond cancelled. He was so damn good at it, in the same way that Roddy Piper was in wrestling, or more 

closely connected, the MC at the Mabuhay Gardens in San Francisco, Dirk Dirksen, who was also the booker 

for the Fab Mab. There was spitting, though not nearly as much as happened in the UK. This theatricality, 

which later in their run would be supplemented by stage bits and the like, didn’t really impact the music they 

made. As the tattoos that bassist Doug Evans got across his fingers said, they played Loud, Fast.  

Didjits 



 Their recordings are incredible, to the point that you get why Mr. Rick Sims did so much work to rile 

the crowd. If you go into listening to The Didjits with a sense of joy, you’re doomed. Captain Ahab, arguably 

their best-known song, is an angry, mid-tempo tune, with a lot of fuzzed-out guitar that is almost more metal 

than punk. The best of them as far as being punk is the album Fizzjob, which opens with an ode to legendary 

early rocker Jerry Lee Lewis which is loud, fast. Sims goes in for the JLL hollers and hoots. It’s an amazing 

song, but it’s followed by You Gotta Be Cool to Rule/Wingtips, which is super-fast, super-loud, and ultra-rough. 

His voice is somewhere between Henry Rollins and Fred Schneider, and his delivery on the song is amazingly 

theatric. The bass-playing and drumming are really tight, but it’s the guitar that defines the sound of The 

Didjits. It’s not all great, so much of it sounds the same, but it’s beautiful in the way that Punk Rock guitar is 

often: kinda simple, but ultimately touches something visceral. The album, 21 minutes long with 10 intense 

songs, is the best record of what they sounded like, and a great record of what mid-1980s (I refuse to say 

Second Wave) Punk was all about. It kinda gives you the antagonism that Mr. Rick Sims unleashed on his au-

dience, especially in songs like Fix Some Food Bitch. They’re trying to piss the crowd off, and it works.  

 Arguably the best album title of all-time, Que Sirhan Sirhan, is their last album. It’s the sound of a fully-

formed band, one that seems to be sliding out of their comfort zone, and it’s pretty obvious that they’re leav-

ing the band behind. The bass and the drums are still tight, and the guitar has become more stable, while the 

vocals are cleaner. I love this album, and the eponymous song is phenomenal, but it doesn’t feel the same. 

The looser guitar and vocals were a part of the drive, and that’s not quite the same. 

 They broke up in the early 1990s, and that was sad. Sims went and played for Supersuckers for a 

while, and then started The Gaza Strippers. They all went their own ways, largely in metal and industrial, and 

Sims played with Fred Schneider, famed lead singer of the B-52s, on the album Just Fred. Seeing them up-close 

at Tower Records in Boston was a bit more magical for me than most others because I got to see Mr. Rick 

Sims in person, and hearing him back-up Fred on the song (My Kiss is a) Whip, was ecstasy! So great! 

 Bassist Doug Evans died in 2016, when they were still trying to put together a reunion. It’s a shame, 

because in a post-Green Day/Offsping world, The Didjits would have made a bigger splash! 



 



 

A Very Punk Rock 

 Podcast 



Marcus Parks  is one of the most studious humans in podcasting. 

His work on Last Podcast on the Left  is so good, he goes so deep, and makes it all feel like there’s an academic 

at the helm. His wife, Carolina Hidalgo, is a podcaster whose podcast Escuela Sangre was one of my faves. 

The two of them, young marrieds, started a Rock ‘n Roll history podcast, No Dogs in Space that has quickly 

become one of my favorites.  

 And they started with Punk.  

 Now, it would be impossible to cover ever Punk band, even every Punk band of the 1970s, or even 

every Punk band in LA or New York or London or Boston or wherever. It’s even more impossible to cover 

every significant band who moved the genre forward, because when you attach importance to one, you have 

to follow their ties. No Dogs in Space started with the earliest band you could really call Punk – The Stooges, 

and Iggy Pop. The Stooges are a strong contender for first real Punk band, but for me it’s always a battle be-

tween them and the MC5. Kick Out The Jams feels like a Punk song, but not quite as much as I Wanna Be Your 

Dog. They cover the Stooges really well, and yeah, they go down some rabbit holes. They play a lot of pieces 

of songs from the bands they cover, rarely the whole song, but often more than you’d expect, maybe. The 

way Marcus talks about Iggy is great, as there’s an understanding that he’s both a hero and a villain in his own 

story. They’re really fair about the whole story, and cover a lot of the MC5 story, too. It’s not exactly Punk, 

but it’s on the way.  

 They follow that up with a look at Suicide. They’re Punk, and they’re electronica. They’re No Wave. 

They’re utterly unique, and they’re great! I knew a little about them, but they’re not a big time known name. 

They’re pretty insane, basically an electric keyboard and vocals that are half-Kraftwerk, Half-Joy Division. 

They were a lot like a keyboard version of San Francisco’s CRIME. They’re cold, but at the same time, 

they’re driving, and it’s highly intellectual, but it’s also got that sense of non-conformity that is incredible! This 

series is the one where I think it’s Marcus’ love of Suicide that takes a bit of a backseat to the sheer discov-

ery of them by Carolina, as her vision obviously changed in this series of episodes.  

 They follow 

that up with The 

Damned. A great 

choice, and they say 

that they were going 

to cover the Sex Pis-

tols or The Clash, but 

they were too boring, 

and they could also 

talk about the two of 

those bands within a 

series of episodes 

about The Damned. 

This turns out to be 

the exact right choice, 

as the Curse of the 

Damned! Is a real 

thing and they way 



they cover the ups-and-downs of the band is so utterly entertaining. The Damned story is less-known, Cap-

tain Sensible (say wot!) is one of those legends who you can talk for days about.  

 They do give us a one-shot about Sid & Nancy, which could have worked almost as well as an episode 

of Last Podcast on the Left.  

 They follow The Damned up with The Ramones. That story is so good, but the way that Marcus does 

his imitations makes it so entertaining. I’m pretty sure they went too in depth, but it was still very much 

worth listening to. There is no story in American music (with the exception of Elvis and maybe Michael Jack-

son) that has been told as well, and as thoroughly, and as often, as the story of The Ramones, but it’s great as 

you catch the enthusiasm of Carolina and Marcus. They followed it up with my fave: The Misfits! 

 The Misfits are one of those bands who are a gimmick, 

but they’re also not terrible! They played fast, they played loud, 

they were the opening salvo of the Horror Punk movement that 

has given us bands like The Luchagores, The Undead, Samhain, 

The Murder City Devils, and Tiger Army (Also see my article on 

Horror Punk in the issue!) They do a good job, and they go into 

what the members of The Misfits did afterwards. They also 

briefly mention San Jose’s own The Count Five, who were a de-

cent band with one great song. This is also where they talk 

about the dude known as Henry Rollins.  

 After The Misfits, they go into The Slits, which I love! I 

was lucky enough to meet Viv and Ari of The Slits in the 1990s, 

and the coverage of the group is slightly different than that of 

any other band. The Slits were, as Marcus notes, not your favor-

ite band, but they were likely your favorite band’s favorite band. Everyone from Sleater-Kinney to Nirvana 

were huge fans, and it ain’t too much to say that they were the most important band to the beginning of the 

Riot Grrl scene of the 1980s and 90s. These episodes were good, and really dug into the band more than I 

have seen anywhere else. The women of Punk is a really important story, from Viv Albertine and Poly Sty-

rene to Penelope Houston and Jennifer Miro.  

 And then… The Cramps.  

 You can not talk about The Misfits without talking about The Cramps. Lux Interior was a guy I’d see 

from time to time in LA, and I rung in the New Year in his presence in 1998, but I only talked to him once or 

twice. The Cramps were just about the biggest reason rockabilly and punk over-lapped so thoroughly. If 

there’s a Psychobilly Hall of Fame, they’re in, and you can hear their influence on bands like The Reverend 

Horton Heat and the Horror Pops. They were a great and a weird band, but really, where they took over 

was in the world of the audience for Punk post-1985. I love them, and they’re a fascinating band, and Carolina 

seems to have a strange love for them.  

 They also did a great view of the wonderful song Surfin’ Bird.The song has become something of a 

joke, but honestly, it’s a great episode that digs into the history. They do wonderful one-off episodes.  

 They hit it out of the park with a LONG series on the Dead Kennedys. The most important band of 

the 1980s for driving Punk into the mainstream. You could argue they were essential for bringing up Hard 

Core, along with Minor Threat, and for making the politics of Punk into something a little more substantial. 

DK gave us Green Day, Rancid, NOFX, and Minutemen, not to mention Anti-Flag. The dig deep, and it’s 

great to  



 What’s really cool is how they aren’t about giving the most important, but the most interesting. Yeah, 

there are endless Sex Pistol stories, but the ones of the Damned are so much more interesting. Television 

was a massively important band, but Suicide had such a different and diggable story. While they do not cover 

some aspects I think are really important, LA Punk like Black Flag, FEAR, or X, for example, get passed over 

and dealt with in the DK episodes, they have told a story of Punk that explores many impressive, and fasci-

nating avenues. Ultimately, I guess that’s what we should expect from a podcast like this. All I know is, I enjoy 

the hell out of it! 



An Interview with  
Carolina Hidalgo and Marcus Parks 

of No Dogs in Space 

Chris Garcia: 

Well, let me ask you the stupid question I have to ask everybody, what is the origin story for No Dogs In 

Space? 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

By all means. 

Marcus Parks: 

Well, I wanted to start a music history podcast last year, and figured there was no one that I wanted to start 

it with other than Carolina, who was then my future wife, because she knows just as much about music as I 

do, and she's so good at research and figuring out the truth of things. 



Carolina Hidalgo: 

And I was home right next to him and he just said, “Hey,” just a tap-me-on-the-shoulder kind of thing. And I 

went, “yeah, let's do this.” Plus I have more time so I was able to put all the research together a little bit so. 

Marcus Parks: 

She'd learned how to do research with this Spanish language show called Escuela Sangre, it was about dark 

things and South American culture in Mexico- 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Like murder. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, Murders, things like that. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

And I've worked on some of your stuff for Last Podcast on the Left. So we'd already talked to each other a lit-

tle bit about work kind of stuff, but we never really, really put something together out of the blue like this 

until well, until we actually started trying. And then we just, I think we spent six, seven months working on it, 

like developing it until we finally released it. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, I think we developed it for eight... We started in June of 2019 and released in February of 2020. So we 

developed it to see what kind of show we wanted to do, wrote it and rewrote it again and again. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Recorded, re-recorded. 

Marcus Parks: 

We recorded the first four episodes of the Stooges series, and then once we got to the end of the fourth 

episode, that's when we said, Oh, that's how we're supposed to do the show. Then we went back and re-

recorded the first three, re-wrote and re-recorded the first three. It took a very long time. I think we'd rec-

orded... by the time we released the first episode we'd recorded eight, and had thrown away four. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. 

Marcus Parks: 

We just, I don't know, we both have very high standards when it comes to all of this stuff. If you're going to 

put something out, it better be worth listening to. We kind of can't help, but work hard- 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

A lot. 



Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, and a lot. We can't help but work a lot, but because we want to tell these stories, and we want to tell 

these stories right, that takes a ton of work to make sure that it comes out the way we want it to come out. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. Like you said before, this is not the definitive punk history or whatever. It's more like ‘this is a punk 

history what we put together, then you can check it out if you like.’ 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, this is the story that we want to tell because there's going to be so many bands that... and already peo-

ple are saying, ‘Oh, are you going to cover Black Flag? Or you going to cover Minor Threat’ and all that. Black 

Flag and Henry Rollins we’ve covered a ton (ed. Note in the series on The Misfits). Minor Threat's great and 

everything, but that's not necessarily the story that we want to tell. Those aren't necessarily the bands that 

we really want to focus on. We want to focus on something different and maybe tell a different kind of story 

where it goes through bands like the Stooges and Suicide, The Cramps, and The Damned. Starting from that 

base point, instead of starting from the Ramones base point or the Sex Pistols base point. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah, plus we always said, “Hey, maybe we 

might do another season of punk one day and 

there's still plenty of bands to choose from.” 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, and these episodes are going to live out 

there for forever. 

Chris Garcia: 

They’ll have a long tail for sure. Choosing The 

Damned over the Sex Pistols was inspired be-

cause you can basically tell the Sex Pistols story 

through The Damned and they're frankly, yeah, 

you're right, they're a better band. 

Marcus Parks: 

That's how it happened. We were all set to do 

the Sex Pistols and we had so many conversa-

tions when we we're starting to research them 

and Carolina was reading England's Dreaming. 

Marcus Parks: 

She was reading England's Dreaming, it's a thou-

sand page book. It's a huge reference book, and 



we kept going “we don't like any of these guys. We don't like them’ and the album, Nevermind the Bolllocks. 

It's a great album and it's fun, but that look, staring down the barrel spending weeks with one album was get-

ting daunting. Then one day she was out, I think doing a show somewhere and I was kind of sick that day. So I 

thought, “well, I'm just going to watch every documentary out there about the UK punk scene and watch The 

Filth and The Fury and The Future Is Unwritten.” I watched those two and I'm like, “okay, fine. I still don't like 

any of these guys,” and then I saw The Damned documentary and I know a good amount about The Damned, 

but I don't know a ton. And I know they're in the same scene and I put on The Damned documentary, and 

within 15 minutes, I texted Carolina and said, “we got to do The Damned instead.” 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

It was a good idea. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, it's a better story. The characters are more fun. Captain Sensible is such a stronger character to talk 

about than Sid Vicious. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Although we did do the Sid and Nancy episode, that is the one thing that we can't leave out in punk history. 

So let's just do this one-off little thing. And yeah, it turned out to be a lot of fun actually, because we did talk 

about the Sex Pistols a lot. The Slits, and also The Damned. So you can still get your story. 

Marcus Parks: 

They're always there. The Sex Pistols are always there, and The Clash is always there. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

And everyone's done them so many times. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, The Clash is such well-treaded territory, but on the other hand, so is the Ramones, but we just- 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

But they're from New York. 

Marcus Parks: 

They're from New York. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

We have to do the Ramones. 

Marcus Parks: 

We're just also both just such huge Ramones fans. And so we just had to do the Ramones. 

Chris Garcia: 



Of all the bands I had the chance to see, I never saw the Ramones and I was like “Oh, I can see the Ramones 

anytime, they'll always be around.” That’s how stupid children are. But actually let me ask you a strange ques-

tion on that, because I actually just re-listened to the Sid and Nancy episode. So approaching that, so this is 

probably specifically for Marcus, so you can wander off if you want, but when approaching that, how was it 

different than when you would approach say a true crime story like that on Last Podcast on the Left? 

Marcus Parks: 

It's a combination of approaching... Well, it's actually really not that different because it's all story, it's all nar-

rative. Approaching it from the perspective of No Dogs, it's more like saying “okay, how are we going to fit 

music in here? How does this fit into the overall scene? How does this fit into the kind of narrative that 

we've already created before,” where on Last Podcast, it's each episode and each series it's a self-contained 

narrative, or we might reference things that came before, like what we're working on this week (ed note: a 

magnificent pair of episodes on Jodi Arias), we're going to reference back to our Mormon series, we're still try-

ing to make like self-contained narratives, but with this, everything that we're doing, every episode is building 

on the episode that came before. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

So they’re Next Generation and we're Deep Space Nine.  

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah. That's the perfect way to put it. Yeah, 

that's it. Even though Next Generation does form 

somewhat of a narrative. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

A little bit, a little bit especially towards the end 

and then they come back from the beginning to 

the end. That doesn't matter. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, that doesn't matter. Yeah, yeah, yeah, in 

the seventh season when they try doing the big 

narrative thing, that's when it sucked the most. 

But yeah- 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

You want to get in it? You want to get on it? 

Marcus Parks: 

That's the perfect, yeah, that's the perfect way to 

put it. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 



Because they all kind of go together. I mean, it's kind of hard, too. I know a lot of people just pick and 

choose, and they're more than welcome to because we do give it enough of an understanding of that you 

could just listen to it on its own, but it's much better if you just listened to the whole thing. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

And then you could hear us get better as we go along. Okay, it's me; I get better. 

Marcus Parks: 

No, me too. It's a whole different style to do a show. It's a whole different way of doing it. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. Working with your wife. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yes. I'm learning so much, like a whole different perspective, of like how to do podcasts than how I do them 

with Ben (Kissel) and Henry (Zebrowski). Both are still a ton of fun, but this one, I get to branch out a little 

bit more and talk about music, which is something I've always wanted to do. Since the beginning, I've wanted 

to do a podcast about music and never quite figured out a way to do it until finally the two of us working to-

gether. It's like, “Oh, that's how it's done.” 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

I remember when he asked me to work with him, I cried. 

Marcus Parks: 

You're very sweet. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Well, not sobbing.  

Marcus Parks: 

You are the best person to work with. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

So are you. 

Chris Garcia: 

That's just lovely. Even my cats seem to care. Let's go this direction just for a brief moment, you had a one-

off statement that I'm going to pull back and make representative of far more. You said The Smiths are for 

Saturday afternoons. What role does music play in your regimental life? 

Marcus Parks: 



Wow. I mean, it's a companion, without a doubt. I think that would be a big part of it for me, it’s just a com-

panion to be there. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

That's actually pretty perfect. 

Marcus Parks: 

And good times and bad. Yeah. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

It's the extra thing, that extra little pet that you get. If you're listening to the music in your ears, while you're 

walking down the street, you're going to walk a little different.  

Marcus Parks: 

And sometimes, it's for guitarists. For me, if I'm bothered about something or angry about something I put on 

Mayhem, I put on black metal, and listen to it real loud, and I feel better afterwards. It feels cathartic. The Ra-

mones has done that for me. It's such a huge part of our lives. It's kind of hard to put it in a word sometimes, 

I guess. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. You got it. 

Chris Garcia: 

Sweet. Excellent. Okay. So yeah. So also, why start with punk? 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Oh, why start with punk? I don't know. I mean, I think that because that was like our favorite thing. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah. Well, it's the genre that we started with or it's the genre that we both... I guess it's the genre we fell in 

love talking about punk. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. I remember when we first started going out, we would go to this bar, Rock and Roller, and then put 

on the music in the jukebox and start singing it to each other and we'd be pulling in like twenties. The whole 

night, everyone at the bar was stuck listening to whatever we wanted to listen to. And so, yeah, that was 

pretty much it. We were just talking about it and he would make a playlist for me on Spotify. He'd send it to 

me. I'd make a playlist for him. I'd send it to him. It was a fun way to show , “Hey here, I made something for 

you.” It's like the new version of the mixtape. 

Marcus Parks: 

And it's a genre that we both love, you know? And we could meet on that genre and both have a lot of pas-

sion about it. 



Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah, yeah. Exactly. 

Marcus Parks: 

Even though the thing is I wouldn't call us punk rock kids necessarily. It's just one of the many, many genres 

that we know. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. That's true. That's true. Punk was when I was 12, 11, Rancid’s Out Come The Wolves came out and then 

that was it. That was it for me, but we obviously grew up to like all kinds of other music, of course. I can't 

wait for us to do other kinds of music. Marcus was thinking we should do country like a little mini-season of 

country. And I'm, “Ooh, how about Mozart? There's some crazy stories for those guys back then.” 

Marcus Parks: 

There are. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

There's a lot like that. We kind of, who knows 

what we're going to do. 

Chris Garcia: 

I've always said that punk is to popular American 

music as impressionism is to painting. It's the 

start of the next wave. Everything comes 

through punk, and you don't have goth without 

punk. You don't have, oddly enough, you don't 

have skate punk without punk. It's an amazing 

inflection point in American popular music, 

which I love. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah. I'll agree with that. Absolutely. 

Chris Garcia: 

I got agreed with, yes. So, of all the people 

you've looked at so far, which one changed your 

opinion of their music the most as you were 

looking into them? 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Oh, that's easy, Suicide for me. Because Marcus 

was a huge fan, still is a huge fan, for many years 



and he played me some Suicide when we first started going out. I was ‘yeah, you know, that's all right.’ But I 

really couldn't get into the whole album or anything, and then I started reading the books. We were reading 

the books, the bio about Suicide, and Alan Vega and Martin Rev. And by the end of it, when I closed the last 

page of the book, I went “these guys are great!” And then I play the music and the music had more meaning 

to me. And Everything about this is great. So yeah, put Suicide for me. 

Marcus Parks: 

I guess this is sort of a sideways thing, I am fairly good about separating the art from the artist, but the only 

one that it didn't necessarily change how I thought about their music, but I found when I looked into Joe 

Strummer, I didn't like him very much. “okay,  they're just being kids. They're just being dicks, whatever,” but 

Joe Strummer was sort of something different. He was just sort of a dick in a lot of ways. He's just kind of a 

dick, because you can write off Captain Sensible and Rat Scabies and all those guys. “Oh, they're just being 

dumb, stupid kids, but Joe Strummer,” like just sort of seemed to stick out. And I still listen to the Clash eve-

ry other day, once a week. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

It did work out for him. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, it did work out. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

For a while. 

Marcus Parks: 

It did work out for a while, but I guess seeing him being a little more, I guess slimy, a little more backstabbing 

was not; it just seemed at odds when person that he projected himself to be. Or maybe he didn't project 

himself. Maybe that was just the person that I thought Joe Strummer was like. Oh, Joe Strummer, he's got to 

be a standup guy. All the music that he wrote, he's got to be a standup guy. And I just assumed that. And 

then when I started looking into it, I was like “no, not at all”. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Really, that's a guy who's a go-getter. 

Chris Garcia: 

Yeah. And actually one of the great things, I'm really glad y'all didn't choose the Clash because I think definite-

ly, no doubt Sex Pistols get way more attention than they really deserve, at least music wise. The Clash get 

the weird attention that seemed to elevate them so high. And while musically, they were easily the best of 

them, I'll even put them over The Damned, but yeah, they have an elevation for some reason that I never un-

derstand because they were really good musicians, but there are lots of really good bands. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, very consistent. 



Chris Garcia: 

Oh yeah. Everyone had their bad album. I can't think of a bad Clash album that wasn't live. 

Marcus Parks: 

What was it? The last one... What was that last album called? 

Chris Garcia: 

If only there was a database of music stored on computers around the world. 

Marcus Parks: 

Cut the Crap. 

Chris Garcia: 

Cut the Crap. That was serviceable, true. Yeah. And actually there's one thing. So Suicide was, I know a lot of 

folks don't know Suicide at all, and I know in the nineties, everyone was really big into Bad Religion because 

they were ‘the first’ to introduce keyboards into punk supposedly. But have you looked into any of the other 

sort of the keyboard punk bands of that period? 

Marcus Parks: 

Not really. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

No, not yet. 

Marcus Parks: 

Like keyboard punk bands in the early nineties or of the seven-

ties? 

Chris Garcia: 

Of the seventies. Do yourself a favor look into Los Microwaves. 

Marcus Parks: 

I know Los Microwaves. They're fucking great, man. They're awe-

some. Radio Heart, such a good song. 

Chris Garcia: 

Los Microwaves is actually from San Jose where we grew up, so I 

remember going to them. So what was your sort of first punk 

experiences you remember? 

Marcus Parks: 

I would say my first punk experience was probably Dookie by 

Green Day. Yeah. I would say because we both came of age in 



the nineties. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah, Dookie and Rancid. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, because back then punk, or I guess it would be more pop punk-type of stuff, but that was very popular. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

The whole thing of everyone's “Oh, that was your favorite album.” Like, yeah. I was 12. 

Marcus Parks: 

Of course, what the fuck you want from me? What do you expect? Well, I grew up in small town, Texas. She 

grew up in Mexico City. What do you want from us? 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

And I still love Green Day. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, so do I. When it comes to the seventies punk, my first experience was I found a Sex Pistols tape. Nev-

ermind the Bollocks, I found a tape at this record store in Lubbock called Ralph's Records that was selling all of 

their cassette tapes in the late nineties because they were just at that point obsolete. I think I picked it up for 

a dollar because the cover was cool. I just bought a bunch of tapes for a dollar each because their covers 

were cool just to see. 

I would drive around my 1983 GMC Jimmy listening to the Sex Pistol's tape on a boom box with big C bat-

teries because my radio didn't work. That was it. It was a fruitful trip. That trip I discovered the Sex Pistols, 

Flaming Lips, Pixies, and Echo & the Bunnymen. Those covers look fucking great. It was a fruitful trip. That 

was my first experience with that era punk. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Absolutely. 

Chris Garcia: 

I have a weird view of Green Day just because I was in the Bay Area and was in high school at that point and 

was like, “yeah, these guys are so edgy.” I got to say Welcome To Paradise is just a fantastic song. It's like, we 

had two local bands that actually hit, and they were contemporaries of each other and loved and hated each 

other, depending on how much in earshot they were, and they were Green Day and Smash Mouth. 

Marcus Parks: 

I didn't know Smash Mouth was from the same scene. 

Chris Garcia: 

Oh yeah. A significant portion of Smash Mouth used to be this band called the Heroic Airmen and they were 



great. They were one of the best bands I've ever seen live and then they became Smash Mouth. Sigh. Where 

do you folks think the punk you're covering now ends? 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

We were just talking about this last week so you can join our meeting right now. Remember what we were 

talking about. 

Marcus Parks: 

We were talking like the punk we’re covering ends with Green Day. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

We were thinking maybe that's a good jumping off point because next season we want to do alternative nine-

ties, so let's get to the nineties. 

Marcus Parks: 

But there could also be the argument that it ends with Nirvana. Pretty much, the 

punk of this era ends with nineties alternative. That's the product of all of this, nine-

ties alternative, which we're sort of giving away the next season, I guess. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

I’ve been going around town telling everyone. 

Marcus Parks: 

As have I. That is what all the stuff that we're covering now produces, the nineties 

alternative that came afterwards. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

I think that's probably around the time it ends. So, that was a good meeting. 

Chris Garcia: 

It's hard to say because there's plenty of bands, there's plenty of contemporaries to Green Day, but it's like, 

it's like the documentary said, you know, punk breaks in '91. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

That's the thing, there's just few bands that you just can't ignore. Like the Ramones, for example. We were 

even thinking about maybe even doing 11 bands instead of 10. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah, it probably will be 11. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Because, well, maybe we should just squeeze one more. 

Marcus Parks: 



Because the original, I guess, crop, what we're going to kind of end it with is Joy Division. Joy Division is kind 

of where I originally thought all of this ends. That ends with Joy Division, because Joy Division started off as a 

punk band and then moved into being a post-punk band into being something totally different. And of course 

there is one of the big scenes there. In the Manchester scene, you get the Buzzcocks, before them and all 

that. You see this evolution of music, but it goes even further than that, because a lot of these bands... We 

just did the Cramps, and the Cramps released their best shit in the '80s. It goes throughout, because there's 

no clean end point for any of this. There's no clean starting point and no clean end point, which we kind of 

addressed a little bit in our Surfing Bird episode. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. We kind of know what we're doing. 

Marcus Parks: 

We're not scholars, we're fans. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

No, we read a book and we write it down. 

Marcus Parks: 

We read a book, we take the information, we have our opinions. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

That's it. 

Marcus Parks: 

That's it. We're fans. We're not experts. I'm not an expert on anything. I'm not an expert on true crime or 

music or nothing. Just fans. Just like talking. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

That's what we do. 

Chris Garcia: 

And then of course I have to ask if you're going to cover the LA scene at all. 

Marcus Parks: 

I think we're going to get into the LA scene with the next series. We're going to pop into it a little bit, but 

we're going to focus more on San Francisco. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

I don't know. Maybe. 

Marcus Parks: 

Maybe. Yeah, because we thought about maybe doing the Germs at one point. 



Carolina Hidalgo: 

That's true. 

Marcus Parks: 

But I don't know. The San Francisco scene just seems more vibrant. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

I mean there's a lot going on. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah. It's just a little more, I don't know. I just find like the San Francisco music to be a lot more interesting. 

Chris Garcia: 

You're not wrong at all. I'll put Crime and the Avengers up against anyone, Fear and X, for example, I think 

were the high water marks of LA. 

Marcus Parks: 

X is fucking great. 

Chris Garcia: 

X is phenomenal, and I think Fear doesn't get the 

respect they deserve for just being terrible and sell-

ing it. I mean, I had never seen that Saturday Night 

Live performance and it's so good. And actually the 

one positive thing about the LA scene is the whole 

Chicano punk movement. That gave us El Vez. I 

mean that's enough, right? Okay, so one last ques-

tion. And so this is a bigger picture question. What 

do you see No Dogs In Space becoming? 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Oh, that's good. Well right now, what do you see? 

Marcus Parks: 

I don't know. I see us getting out the episode next 

week. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

We are moment to moment right now. That's really 

what it is. We’re just coddling it together. There 

could be this season and that season might seem a 

little bit more deliberate, I guess. And it really is be-



cause a lot of times it's just as we go along, because we're also learning. We love these bands, but I didn't 

read 30 books before starting. I just read Please Kill Me and that was it. As we go along, the more knowledge 

we gather, the more we'll figure it out better. 

Marcus Parks: 

I mean the road kind of builds itself. In this sort of medium where it demands something to be put up every 

single week, where people demand the episode must come out every week on Thursday, and if it's not we're 

going to raise hell, we're going to piss, moan and complain if it doesn't come out every single Thursday, re-

gardless of what you got going on. When you're kind of putting it out every week, and you're just trying to 

stay ahead, I guess the overall scope of it ends up building itself. But you kind of end up following the material 

instead of deliberately choosing every single piece of material because the more you learn, the more your 

opinions change and the more your point of view changes. So, you kind of don't know where you've been 

going or where you're going to go until you get to the end, because you're possibly trying to keep up with 

the demand. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

We were originally going to do like 20 bands and do an hour episode each and then call it a day. But that 

changed. 

Chris Garcia: 

Yeah, that changed a lot. Now it's 10 bands, but with three to four-part series of episodes that are an hour 

and a half to two hours each. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. Hope it works. 

Marcus Parks: 

Yeah. You can't help it. We just find out one thing, which, because we're also just both very curious people. 

My question is always, how, how did this happen? How did this come to be? How did the Stooges come to-

gether? Like what were all the forces that brought them together? What was happening in the world? What 

was happening in Detroit? What was happening to music? How did it happen? How did we get 1969? You 

know start with that question, and then work from there. And then you'll have 10 more questions to answer 

along the way. 

Carolina Hidalgo: 

That is so, so true. That's what the rabbit hole. It is a literal rabbit hole and you can see our work as we go 

along. 

Marcus Parks: 

As you're going along, you keep thinking, well, this thing is necessary. We have to have this thing in here. And 

we have to have this here because it's a part of the story, it's a part of the narrative. So who knows where 

the next show is going to go? No idea. It's just going to keep going. It's going to keep working together and 

it's just going to keep going for as long as we want to do it. 



Carolina Hidalgo: 

Yeah. Sounds good. 

Chris Garcia: 

I bet. Well, I look forward to No Book in Space. I think that will be the natural outcome of that. Well, great. 

Thank you so much folks for talking with me. This has been great.  

Marcus Parks: 

Sounds great, man. Thank you so much. 



LA  was, arguably, the most important site for Punk on the West Coast. While San Francisco had the 

better bands and more vibrant scene in the late 1970s (The Nuns out-strip X by a MILE!), LA had a bigger 

scene, and one that produced a longer-lasting impact. While you could argue that SF Punk was lily-white, that 

was not the case for LA. No, there was a wonderful world of Chicano Punk coming out of Los Angeles, and 

one that would produce some of the best bands of the early American Punk Scene.  

 

Bags 
Go out and find some Bags recordings.  

 Of all the LA bands of that first wave of Punk, there are none that I have a visceral love for as much 

The Bags. Not X, not The Circle Jerks, not Fear. The Bags were the best band in LA for my money.  

 A big part of that is the fact that the leads, Alice Armendariz and Patricia Morrison, were so great. 

They went by Alive and Pat Bag at the beginning, probably because their gimmick was wearing paper bags 

over their heads. This ended pretty quick, but they kept playing the same driving music.  

 Watch The Decline of Western Civilization and you’ll sorta start to understand why they rock so hard. 

This is a band fronted by Chicanas, playing hard and fast and intense. The voices, while maybe not as entranc-

ing as Jennifer Miro of the Nuns, were phenomenal, and it’s easy to see how Patricia Morrison would go on 

to be in some of the most important Goth bands of the 1980s and 90s, including working with Sisters of 

Mercy.  

 

 

Chicano Punk 



The Zeros 
This is one of the most important bands in the LA Rock scene of the 1970s. 

That’s saying a lot, but it’s true. Javier Escovedo, whose brother was the co-

founder of the SF Punk legends The Nuns, played guitars, while Hector Penalosa 

played bass, and Baba Chenelle was the drummer. The other founding guitarist, 

Robert Lopez, was a good guitarist, and would go on to become one of the lead-

ers of the LA Chicano Art world as a curator, and then become El Vez: El Rey 

del Rock ‘n Roll! 

 They were The Ramones of Los Angeles. Along with The Germs, who played their first gig the same 

night as The Zeros, and The Weirdos, The Zeros were one of the superior LA Punk bands. Specifically, they 

played fast, and loud, and impressive. Funny thing is, they weren’t initially in LA, but in Chula Vista. In fact, 

Lopez and Escovedo were at Chula Vista High School when they formed. Chula Vista is in San Diego county, 

had about 75K people living in it, and was the kind of suburb where Punk bands come from in California. 

They played most of their shows in San Diego and LA, and eventually, they started having a rotating cadre of 

players, but they were incredibly important because they helped define the LA sound. It was way heavier on 

guitars than NYC, which carried on when you look at what happened with bands like Black Flag, who were 

way more The Zeros than The Ramones.  

 

 

   

The Plugz 
These guys were pretty good, though it’s what they brought about later 

that was way more important.  

 By 1977, there were several good Punk bands, but really, only a 

couple managed to break out. The Plugz managed to, but they did some-

thing that hadn’t happened yet on the West Coast: they formed their 

own label: PLUGZ Records. This was the first band-owned DIY label, and 

it meant that they hustled more than any other band in LA.  

 Their best songs were in Spanish, which made them outsiders in 

the world of Punk: a world comprised of outsiders. Their Spanish-

language version of Secret Agent Man, Hombre Secreto, is absolutely phe-

nomenal.  

 The band featured three guys, all of them in high school at the 

time they formed, and they would all go on to bigger and better things. 

Barry McBride left first, and I believe he ended up joining various bands 

along the way. He was the bassist, and Punk bassists were easily replaced. 

Charlie Quintana went on to play with Izzy Stradlin, and was a member 

of Social Distortion in the early 2000s.  

 But it was Tito Larriva who went on to the biggest fame. He’s an actor you might recognize from 

things like Roadhouse, Born in East LA, Desperado, Once Upon a Time in Mexico, and most impressively, True Sto-

ries. He would also go on to form Tito y Tarantula, who are AWESOME! 

 Their work can be heard in Repo Man, which is a great part of the film.  



Los Illegals 
This is the band who played the Punk I heard at Gramma’s house.  

 My Gramma, bless her angry soul, hated punk, and other than Elvis 

and the legendary hit Gramma Got Run Over By A Reindeer, I never heard her 

listen to any music in English. My Uncles, Bear and Ron, were teenagers 

when I was born, and one of them had a Los Illegals record that played at 

the Ranch when my Grandparents still lived at the base of the San Jose 

foothills, full of rattlesnakes and right next to the ranch of US Representa-

tive Norman Y. Mineta.  

 Los Illegals started in 1979, and are still playing today. They had 

their world rocked when Los Lobos, then a traditional folklorico band, vis-

ited and they realised they needed to go all-in with the Punk Rock.  

 As El Vez was the coolest person to come out of the LA Chicano Punk scene, it was Los Illegals 

who have brought us the most fascinating people. Willie Herrón is a muralist, and one of the most impressive 

of the East Side muralists. He restored the 1984 LA Olympic murals a few years ago. His work The Wall that 

Cracked Open is incredibly powerful. Joining Willie’s awesome keyboarding is Jesus "Xiuy" Helo, who is one of 

the truest angels I’ve ever met. He’s an activist, and a damn good bass player too.  The Valez Brothers, Man-

ny and Antonio, came from Mariachi roots, and they’re just great.  

 Like The Plugz, Los Illegals recognized you had to get bigger and spread your wings. They founded 

Club Vex, and that was perfect, because it meant they could book acts with themselves as the openers. This 

meant they played with everyone from X to Bad Religion, and helped get a lot more of the LA scene noticed 

by bands like Bauhaus. They signed to A&M, had a terrible time with them after their first album. A&M, 

founded by Jerry Moss and Herb Alpert, wanted to use stereotypical Mexican imagery, like velvet Elvis paint-

ings, to market the second album. With their roots, that was 

a no go. Alpert should have known better. While yes, his 

band was The Tiajuana Brass, and he was born to European 

Jewish immigrants, but he grew up in Boyle Heights on the 

Eastside of LA!  

 The most powerful song of any Chicano Punk 

band is El Lay, which is a terrific play on words. To the Eng-

lish-speaker, it sounds like L. A., but to the Spanish-speaker 

it’s “The Law”. It tells the story of Herrón’s stepfather being 

arrested for washing dishes. You used to hear it at a lot of 

Brown-pride events in the 90s. It was the song that got it 

the most attention world-wide, and on its strength they 

toured Mexico, where things weren’t exactly easy for ‘em. In 

the US, it wasn’t too rare for them to have to dodge thrown 

garbage and be called ‘wetbacks’ while opening for bands like 

The Clash; in Mexico, they usually weren’t pelted with gar-

bage, but it wasn’t rare to hear audiences yelling out 

“Pochos!” or basically a Mexican sellout. Still, they gained a 

following among the Punks on both sides of the border.  



The Brat 
If you’ve never heard of The Brat, I’m terribly sorry.  

 Teresa Covarrubias was from Boyle Heights, and lived near Ruby Medina. They met in 1978 when 

they were both seeing The Jam. Not long after, they formed The Brat. They were able to play Club Vex and 

that got them notice.  

 But really, it was the music.  

 They were able to play incredible Punk that played with Pop sensibility. In a way, they remind me of 

what would have happened if 10,000 Maniacs had been a Punk band. Teresa’s voice is so great, and feels like 

Pop. Songs like Slaughter of An Ancient Tribe pretty much says what you need to know. It’s an incredible song, 

and one of the best indicators of where Punk was going, towards New Wave, towards Pop, though it would 

be a decade before Nirvana made their huge splash.  

 

 

  

Chicano Punk is one of those things that you can dig more and more into, but the bands of the 1970s, both 

in and out of LA, were a big part. There was a huge Chicano youth movement, just a little younger than my 

dad, and scenes were popping up. Texas had a scene, and Mexican Punk was really cool, but it was LA where 

it felt like a driving force. Some of it was protest music, but really, it was more music of experience, the Chi-

cano Experience, and that infused the scene itself. It’s no shock that so many members of the bands went on 

to big bangs within different universes. When you can make a splash from the underground, the next level 

will draw you up.  

  



Definitely still heroes. Jet Black 

Drumsticks.  

By James Bacon 

 

I was too young  really for Punk. Music was never my thing as a 

youngster, and I followed more than led. I enjoyed Rock, Metal, Jimi Hendrix, Thin Lizzy, and Nirvana. I did 

like some punk songs, but I never had more than about 30 records in total anyhow.  

Of course, I bumped into both Prog Rock and Punk with my entry into Irish Fandom, as I soon met 

Mick O'Connor, who had hundreds of albums, and Pádraig Ó Méalóid, who had a photograph of himself as a 

punk at the time of punk. Now this was importantly valid and quite significant, as by 1989 anyone who liked 

punk music and clung to their trappings seemed unusual, although respected. While this was important, Pa-

draig had the added badge of honour of being a punk in Ireland in a time when, let’s be honest, the country 

was repressed.  

In school, one or two people loved Stiff Little Fingers and The Clash, and my brother liked the Dead 

Kennedys, so I listened to them, but as a favourite punk band, well, Dad loved the Stranglers. He had some 

albums, and so I loved The Stranglers. Of course, Golden Brown is not exactly what you might consider as 

Punk, Peaches was great, but No More Heroes was one of my favourites.  

While Leon Trotsky, Lenin, and Shakespeare are fairly-well known, I admit that I first heard of Elmyr 

de Hory, Lenny Bruce, and Sancho Panza from The Stranglers. I so love Sancho.  

  

 Punk felt quite dynamic, and it is interesting that as 

a youngster there were people who took on a punk life-

style, which did not necessarily look as a teenager might 

have imagined, or the stereotypical look. In Ireland, I was 

lucky that I hung out with very open-minded, liberal people 

where everyone was accepted. Music was a major under-

current amongst the comic and book reading fans and so I 

met many good people. Indeed, when I think of Danny 

McMonagle, Anna Casey, Gerry Doyle, Des Grogan and 

other friends, music was not the key, although I did do mix 

tapes, and sent them to girls, which was good fun.  

Irish punk as exemplified by SLF and The Undertones, and 

to a lesser degree by the Boomtown Rats, came back into 

a type of vogue in nightclubs around 1990, and along with 

Come On Eileen, would fill the dance floor with jumping up 

and down youths, all probably quite nicely dressed. While 

friends with bands, or rather Des in Dr Teeth and The 

Mayhem Band, supported some odd bands or went to see 

odd pub bands, and so I got to see the likes of Striknein 

DC, who were clear that DC was not for Dublin City.  

 There were odd encounters, like the general music 

fans backlash against U2, which was driven by a punk label, 

and Pádraig will confirm, but there was a punk band called 

Paranoid Visons, and they were with a label called F.O.A.D. 

which captured some imagination, and there was a 



F.O.A.D.2.U.2. which speaks for itself.  

Of course, all personal encounters were pleasant, although I was mostly hanging out with Metal 

Heads, and going to some fabulous metal bands, Punk was there still, as was lots of other music.  

And then around 1995 to 1997 I was working, and so was Pádraig, and I would come in on a Friday 

and he had a friend who would give him some tickets to 'Midnight at the Olympia' which were a series of late 

night gigs, starting at midnight in the Olympia Theatre.  

This lead to some fabulous nights out. I cannot recall if this was a clever way around licencing laws, or 

what was going on, but it was great craic, and we'd have a few pints, I would buy some for Padraig as grati-

tude, although I think they moved to Cokes, anyhow for a free ticket and good company. It was a terrifical-

ly generous price and we would go to gigs. Cover bands, such as the Australian Pink Floydd and John Camp-

bell’s Are you Experienced, a Hendrix cover band (which is still going strong and has its own set of memo-

ries) were now my thing.  

The Stranglers were playing and Padraig knew I really liked them, as he did, and indeed, he would have 

been a fan at the time, I nearly said a proper fan there, but you know, that is self -deferential and in some re-

spects fair, compared to my voyeuristic music following, although by then  I actually had some of their al-

bums, albeit I started with The Stranglers Greatest Hits 1977-1990 as a double CD.  

The Stranglers, all in black. It was terrific. The music was wonderful and I really enjoyed it. Jet Black 

downed a pint as he did a one-handed drum solo, and Jean-Jacques Burnel's start to Peaches had the audience 

on their feet.  

These of course were the John Ellis years, as Hugh Cornwell had departed, and Ellis from The Vibra-

tors and the Purple Helmets (with whom Burnell and Stranglers’ guitarist  

Keith Greenfield had been part of) was not unfamiliar as he had filed in in 1980 while Cornwell was in prison 

for possession. It felt good enough to me, some fifteen years later, listening to their songs live. I loved it a 

lot.  

At the end Jet Black threw out some drumsticks, I was lucky to get one.  

This continued for some time, depending on how things were, and so myself and Padraig would go 

from the Crane Pub around to the gig, and later it 

would be Brogans. I went to see Toyah, amongst oth-

er gigs, but most importantly two more Stranglers 

gigs.  
Turning up in Trenchcoat, three piece suit, 

straight out of Topman, and then leaping about was a 

lot of fun, and no one gave a shit. I had such a great 

time, knew the songs, could sing along and it was 

lovely, in the worn velvet and soft-furnished sur-

roundings. At the end of the third one, I again was 

lucky to get another Jet Black drumstick, and given Jet 

Black's business acumen I suppose, I should not be 

surprised that he had personalised drum sticks, but 

they are proud possessions, along with a piece of John 

Campbell Guitar.  

Great nights. Great times, wonderful music. 

Pádraig will know the other gigs we went to.  

This year, the Stranglers had a gig planned in 

May, in Dublin, and it was on my radar, but it like so 

much was cancelled. I shall listen on though. 



Bruce Conner—Who Knew? 

 

Bruce Conner 
 I knew for about 20 years.  

 I knew him as a filmmaker, one who could tell stories about everything. His films, A Movie and Cross-

roads are both among the most important films in the history of the American avant garde. I knew him be-

cause, of course, my Dad knew him, but towards the end of his life, I knew him through film festivals, and art 

museums. I ran into one time at the San Jose Museum of Art and we wandered around, enjoying what I re-

member as the first time I saw anything from the Anderson Collection, but might have been something else. I 

just remember seeing him standing in front of a Nevelsen, recognizing him and chatting amiably while walking 

about for the next hour or so. He was a nice guy, a funny guy. 

 HE also is one of the greatest chroniclers of Punk Rock in photos. I had no idea then, but since, I’ve 

understood and loved his photos!  



 



 



 



 



Joe Jackson  recorded one of my favorite punk songs. In fact, several.  

 Now, you’ve heard of Joe Jackson, probably more than once. His biggest hit was the New Wave mas-

terpiece Night & Day, which featured the hit Steppin’ Out. His albums have sold to various degrees of well, and 

he’s a huge talent. If I had to choose one individual figure that really highlights what New Wave is, it’d be Joe 

Jackson.  

 But he is one of my favorite Punk musicians.  

 One More Time, the first song on his first album, 1978’s Look Sharp, is one of my all-time favorite Punk 

songs. The guitar is the very definition of late 70s Punk. Jackson’s voice, crushed velvet wrapped in coal 

smoke, is so perfect for 1970s Punk, but also pulled back from the growl, which is so smart. The basswork of 

Graham Maby is so excellent, reminding me of the work of The Specials’ bassist Sir Horace Gentleman only 

slightly less smooth, giving an edge.  

Joe Jackson: The Punk Songs 



 The rest of the album is eclectic. There’s Sunday Papers, which is basically a light reggae song, and Is 

She Really Going Out with Him, his first single (and arguably his first hit) which is along the lines of an early 60s 

rock ballad. Then you come up to the title track, Look Sharp, and it’s a lot more like The Clash than The Ra-

mones, but it’s also right on that edge between New Wave and Punk. The attack of the guitar, and the bass 

put it squarely in the Punk camp to my ears.  

 His second album, I’m the Man, is so good, one of the best albums of 1979. The opener is again unde-

niably Punk in approach. On Your Radio is a straight-ahead rocker of a song, and it’s got everything I want in a 

70s number. It’s not nearly as raw as One More Time, but it’s so damned driving. In a way, it’s a lot like the 

mid-tempo Ramones stuff, and the way he sings it feels very much like the Ramones. And he follows that up 

with Geraldine and John, another reggae song that is far more complex than you’d expect. Jackson’s songwrit-

ing here is at its best. Kinda Kute is an adorable bubble-gum Pop song. He does come back to the Punk thing 

with I’m the Man and it’s one of the best of all Jackson’s work. Again, it’s the Graham Maby bass that moves it 

along.  

 The album again closes with a tune that is more 1977 CBGB’s than 1984 Modern Rock Radio. Friday. 

It’s an awesome, bouncy, smart song. I could listen to it over and over, and my boys like to dance around to 

it when I put I ton.  

 Jackson’s third album, Beat Crazy, was a step back, though the title track was a lot of fun, and was real-

ly a reggae track. The Joe Jackson Band broke up after that album, and Joe went on to do Swing in Jumpin’ 

Jive, and then his magnum opus, Night and Day. Graham Maby came along for the ride, even after joining They 

Might Be Giants and Natalie Merchant. Joe kept releasing albums, and in the early 2000s, the Joe Jackson 

Band got back together for the best album of 2003 – Volume 4.  

 The album might be Jackson’s second-best. It works on a few different levels, most importantly, it 

plays wonderfully with the late 90s/early 2000s pop punk scene. The song Awkward Age is the best written, 

and the one that feels like a late 70s Punk tune. The opening line is awesome – “I should have known she was 

only just fifteen/She wore a sneer like a Klingon beauty queen.” 

 The fact is one of the key elements of 

Punk is that it’s meant to be a Pop-type music. 

It’s a throw-back. The songs are constructed, 

but they aren’t supposed to feel constructed. 

You can do that by not actually constructing 

them beyond a rough idea (like FEAR was so 

good at), or by completely contriving every-

thing (this is what a lot of 90s Punk bands did) 

and what Joe Jackson did best was come up 

with a great song, and then work the sound 

around it. These songs are drafted, then at 

least somewhat scrawled, but staying quite 

very near the lines.  

 I love Joe Jackson, no matter what kind 

of genre he’s working in, he’s always managed 

to put out excellent stuff, and the Punk stuff 

feels so fresh even today, which is more than I 

can say for a lot of 70s Punk.  



When I say 70s  British Punk, you don’t think of Morrissey.  

No, you might conjure up The Sex Pistols, or The Clash, or The Damned, or Souixsie Souix, or Gen-

eration-X, or pretty much anyone than Morrissey, but whaddya know, Morrissey was not only around, but 

actively writing about the Punk scene in and around Manchester. Now, it would be generous to say he was 

‘covering’ the scene, but it is really more like he was a letterhack, sending letters to all sorts of music maga-

zines, ranging from the biggies, like NME, to the smaller fanzines that were helping to spread the scene. This 

being Morrissey, a lot of them were of the “Old Man Yells at Cloud” variety. 

 "Aerosmith are one of those American dance-a-rama scenic bands with enough punch 

to see the Stones on pensions and enough make-up to last them through the winter. Their 

music is that of confused struggle, with vocalist Steven Tyler sounding as though he is using the 

microphone to brush his teeth. They are as original as a bar of soap and have as much to offer 

seventies rock as Ena Sharples. Aerosmith are just another street-corner rock'n'roll band, us-

ing notorious Zeppelin riffs in an effort to steal out love and devotion. But when one rumi-

nates over the fact that 'Toys In The Attic' is the band's third album. Thanks, but not thanks 

Aerosmith. I'll stick with the New York Dolls for my rock'n'roll thrills. STEVE MORRISSEY, 

Kings Road, Stretford, Manchester."  

It’s grump as fuck, right?  

A Very English Punk – Steven Patrick Morrissey 



 It’s also a good note of what he loves, in this case the New York Dolls. Morrissey was OB-

SESSED with the Dolls, and it shows in his years performing. This is a lot like the rest of his writing, but you 

can see how it’s a record of a time. That appeared in 1976 in Melody Maker, probably the second most im-

portant music magazine, and one of the ones that made musical acts at the time.  

 He used to call out for more coverage of his faves. Who were those? The Dolls, like I said, but also 

Patti Smith.  

When is Record Mirror going to ditch its housewife image and wake up to real rock ‘n’ roll? Pat-

ti Smith and the New York Dolls are excellent artists who produce brilliant albums, but be-

cause they are not constant chart occupants the slightest chance of them being featured in RM 

is right out. It would be interesting to know exactly what true artists must do to gain Record 

Mirror recognition. 

 Steven Morrissey, Stretford.  

 Moz wasn’t just a complainer, but actually a part of the scene, and perhaps even a little deeper than 

most. He was at what is arguably the most important musical show in Manchester history. In 1976, the Sex 

Pistols came to play a show at Lesser Free Trade Hall in Manchester on June 4th. The show was put together 

by the guy who formed the band The Buzzcocks, my second favorite English Punk band. They didn’t exactly 

succeed in bringing in a big crowd. They managed to get 40-something people at the show.  

 But they were the right 40-something people.  

 Not only were the Buzzcocks there, but the band Warsaw, who would go on to become Joy Division 

and later New Order, was there too. The future lead singer of Simply Red was there. Mark E. Smith, the 

founder of The Fall was there. Tony Wilson, the man most important in getting Punk on the air in the UK, 

was there as well.  

 And yes, so was Morrissey.  

 He wrote about it in a letter to NME.  

"I pen this epistle after witnessing the infamous Sex Pistols in concert at the Manchester Less-

er Free Trade Hall. The bumptious Pistols in jumble sale attire had those few that attended 

dancing in the aisles despite their discordant music and barely audible lyrics. The Pistols boast 

having no inspiration from the New York / Manhattan rock scene, yet their set includes, "I'm 

Not Your Stepping Stone", a number believed to be done almost to perfection by the Heart-

breakers on any sleazy New York night and the Pistols' vocalist / exhibitionist Johnny Rotten's 

attitude and self-asserted 'love us or leave us' approach can be compared to both Iggy Pop and 

David JoHansen in their heyday. The Sex Pistols are very New York and it's nice to see that 

the British have produced a band capable of producing atmosphere created by The New York 

Dolls and their many imitators, even though it may be too late. I'd love to see the Pistols make 

it. Maybe they will be able to afford some clothes which don't look as though they've been 

slept in." 

 

Now, hundreds of people have claimed to have been at that show; it’s featured in the film 24 Hour 

Party People and has been written about for a couple of decades now. The reason that we can be sure Morris-

sey was there is that he sent that letter to NME almost immediately after having attended it. There is some 

footage of it, from what I understand. There’s a lot there that notes what is important to Moz, mostly ap-

pearance and aesthetic. The description of Johnny Rotten is incredibly apt as well.  

 



 He commented on a lot of the significant punk bands of 1970s England, and seemed to have a very 

broad view, but still his heavy favorites.  

"The likes of the Sex Pistols have yet to prove that they are only worthy of a mention in a 

publication dealing solely with fashion, and if the music they deliver live is anything to go by, I 

think that their audacious lyrics and discordant music will not hold their heads above water 

when their followers tire of jumpers and safety pins". In a second letter he writes: "British 

punk rock is second to the New York equivalent, in that it does not possess the musical inno-

vation. The New York Dolls, Patti Smith, The Ramones and Jobriath can withstand accusations 

of novelty value because, although a great deal of their act was based on image, they also had 

the musical professionalism and variation to suitably recompense for their image-conscious 

inclinations. However, although British punk bands are emerging by the truckload, even the 

most prominent are hardly worthy of serious musical acceptance. So why the space devoted 

to these acts?" 

Morrissey wasn’t just striking on the pages of the big mags. He appeared in several fanzines, notably 

Kids Stuff, which had this gem on the 1977 Manchester scene – 

"Of the new bands, Warsaw, The Worst, The Drones and the Fall look the most likely to 

make any headway. Warsaw were formed some times ago by vocalist Ian Curtis and have per-

formed alongside more prominent bands like The Heartbreakers. Although they offer little 

originality with Ian's offstage antics resembling one Iggy Pop, highliting (sic) their set is 

'Another Kill' which is at least memorable, if slightly typical."   

I gotta say though, Morrissey can write.  

A mere further mention of punk rock would no doubt bring bellowing yawns from all quar-

ters, as its five-minute stint at serious musical acceptance seems long overdue. The elements 

of punkitude are still apparent within my good degenerate self, however, and I have made the 

impertinence to inform the masses of a quartet infamously known as Buzzcocks who seem to 

fit so neatly into the punk category, yet have been eschewed from all chances of recognition. 

Buzzcocks differ only one way from their contemporaries: they possess a spark of originality 

(that was important once, remember?), and their music gives you the impression they spend 

longer than the customary ten minutes clutching the quill in preparation to write. Indubitably, 

Buzzcocks will hardly figure strongly - or even weakly - in the NME poll, and in these dark days 

when Patti Smith, Loudon Wainwright or even the New York Dolls fail to make an impact on 

Radio 1 DJs, common sense is therefore not so common. Both this letter and Buzzcocks 

themselves will probably be filed and forgotten. But for now, they are the best kick-ass rock 

band in the country. Go and see them first and then you may have the audacity to contradict 

me, you stupid sluts. Steve Morrissey, Stretford, Manchester. 

And from 1977 NME 

"After witnessing Johnny Thunders & the Heartbreakers live, my much-revered Carly Simon, 

Loudon Wainwright, Jefferson Airplane, Buff Sainte-Marie, New York Dolls, Phil Ochs and Pat-

ti Smith albums are presently smouldering on a low light. Don't talk to me about any band but 

the Heartbreakers because I just won't listen - these boys are newer than the New Wave and 

(surprise!) they can play! What's even more amazing is that the Heartbreakers' music is both 

memorable and professional, something which is seemingly least expected from a New Wave 

band. The seventies start here. Steven Morrissey, Kings Rd, Stretford, Manchester. PS: I work 



for the Inland Revenue - am I still allowed to be a punk?" 

And perhaps my favorite thing I’ve ever seen from Morrissey from the January 1978 Kids Stuff.  

"So you think you're cool cos you're on the dole and you think you're hip because you've got a 

swastika plashed across your torn tee shirt and you think you're tough because The Clash are 

Your band, well big deal! If you live in Manchester then I'm running with you, but if you're an 

out of towner, wipe the mascara out of your eyes 'cos London burned down with boredom 

and spark fly in downtown Manchester! And if you're not around to feel the beat, well that's 

just too bad babbeee! (...) Sure you've heard of Buzzcocks and you might have a Slaughter And 

The Dogs single, but ever since The Sex Pistols first venture into Mancunian territory in June 

'76, a new generation of home grown bands has emerged. Yeah, the story's the same and one 

band's good until you've seen the next. And suddenly The Hollies and Herman's Hermits won't 

fare too well the next time someone does a feature on Manchester Rock and Roll". 

The fact is, Morrissey kinda looked at the scene as a series of slightly related things, but when he 

looks at it in the mold of an actual scene, he has a wonderful droll attitude. You can also see the evolution of 

his writing as he goes along.  

What I would consider to be his most interesting thing is that he became a major champion of The 

Cramps. Now, for those of you who aren’t familiar, The Cramps are the prototypical Psychobilly band, the 

one that led the explosion of psychobilly acts in the 90s and early 2000s. Without The Cramps, there’s no 

Reverend Horton Heat, no Nekromantix, no Horror Pops. It’s a bit of a niche, but it has a world-wide base 

of followers.  

At first, it doesn’t feel like a natural fit, Morrissey and The Cramps, but there’s something very im-

portant about The Cramps; they helped bring back rockabilly. Now, while they’re a punk band, mostly, The 

Cramps had a major hand in bringing a lot of attention to old rockabilly that had been lost, not to mention 

some of the cooler garage rock that hadn’t seen the light of day in years. Morrissey has had a huge rockabilly 

streak for decades in his music, along with his guitarist Boz Boorer. I could certainly see them sharing many 

of the same influences.  

The Cramps, from New York, though they got together in Sacramento, managed to get booked in the 

UK, and 1979 they shared a bill with… The Police.  

This may sound like a poor fit, and it is, but it was a big deal. Morrissey was, in fact, at that show, and 

legendarily, The Cramps received a very poor reception, but here’s what Moz had to say.  

“The Cramps are worth their weight in gold for making the Police seem like a great big 

sloppy bowl of mush. The Police, hardly dabbling in degrees of the unexpected, presented a 

farcical imitation of their Rock Goes To College thing - several people clapped, but then, I sup-

pose someone has to. The Cramps were enough to restore faith in the most spiritless. They 

have it all, and their drummer is the most compelling in rock history. Back to the Cramps or 

perish. It is written. “ 

That appeared in Sounds, and it was some of the first real praise that had been out for The Cramps.”  

He followed it up in a letter to NME the following week. 

"I've just seen the Cramps and they're at that funny stage. This is the kind of group that start 

revolutionary outrages and all that. Steven Morrissey, Kings Road, Manchester." 

 The Cramps got more love from Morrisey the following year, a good-sized piece in Record Mirror. It’s 

a great bit of writing, and if there’s any doubt that he could put words together, this certainly shows in my 

favorite paragraph –  



“Who are The Cramps?” They are the most beautiful – yes, BEAUTIFUL group I have ever 

seen. The fact that they exist is enough. No snotty-nosed 18-year old brats with £50 shoes 

telling us how cruel the world is. The Cramps don’t dish out that spiel, because it’s written 

across their deathly-white face in neon lights. You’ll find no ex-grad money moguls here – The 

Cramps have had to struggle. They are the most important US export since the New York 

Dolls, but God forbid they don’t suffer the Dolls’ fate.” 

See, that there’s just good workin’.  

 Morrissey actually worked as a music journalist for a few years in the very early 80s. Like Neil 

Gaiman, he even wrote a book about a significant Pop band that is worth so much money these days. His 

record of the Punk scene doesn’t exactly play with what we know of him from The Smiths and his solo work. 

Neither of them really feel to have been touched by punk, but honestly, maybe they were. If you strip the 

aestethic from Punk, you’re left with music that is loud and fast, but pull that down, it’s about the song, about 

the simplicity of musical form. While The Smiths could get down into the complexity, typically, they were 

straight-ahead, and completely folded into the energy of the music, but again without the almost blasé rebel-

lion of the Punk, as Moz might have put it.  

 Still, I’d have paid good money to see Morrissey at that Police/Cramps show.   



I’ve been doing  appropriation Poetry as a part of my blog 37 

Minutes, Stationary  for a few years. I started to think about doing it with Punk Rock lyrics, and I realized a few 

small issues. First of all, a lot of th elyrics are difficult to understand, and perhaps it is a part of the process to 

make it a set of recogniseable pieces to make it truly appropriation. On the other hand, if I picked a set of 

random lyrics, set them down and then used other lyrics to fill them in, that would be OK, right?  

 I hope some.  

 

 

Punk Rock Appropriation Poetry 



The Ramones 

 

Now I wanna have something to do 

My brain is hanging upside down.  

Hang a chain around you 

Tell me, baby, I'm your lover man, 

 Yes, I am. 

 

Now I want to run away from home 

Bus ride is too slow 

From old Hanoi to East Berlin 

 

Can't stop, stop that girl, there she goes again 

 And thinking just of you 

 And all you ever want to be 

Hey I thought I was smart, I'd won her heart

  

 

I was feeling sick, losing my mind 

I don't want to be a pinhead no more 

Chop off your head, so you better relax 

 You better know what you want 



The Cramps 
 

Come on and be the one I'm thinking of 

'Cause not one of us cats could see! 

 

Here's Ben and Betty 

Dandy clothes and big white shoes, 

But I like a taste, 

And maybe if I go real slow 

A teenage girlfriend 

 

 

 

X 
 

People turn their heads 

It's very bad luck to draw the line 

cause the days change to night 

 

I go to bed soggy and forgetful 

 

To shoot a sex machine drug 

A thousand kids, bury their parents 

After banging away at you in the night 

 

This ain't a lie, this ain't behind 

 

Don't cry, when you kiss her 

And hear your favorite song 

Shuffling by like a train 



Black Flag vs. Dead Kennedys 

 

Sitting here i'm a loaded gun 

We ain't tryin' to be police 

Don't talk about anything else 

When they don't even know the question 

 

It's forced itself upon me, 

Oh, Lord in Heaven, let us pray 

Daily to the fillin' station 

And we're all getting nervous 

 

 

Buzzcocks vs. Joy Division vs. The Damned 

 

This time's true I'm sure 

We play the game strictly to our rules 

Todays are good 

Tell the dinosaurs, they just won't survive 

Laughing so loud fit to burst 

 

 Didn't hear the warning 

 So why should we hesitate 

 Picture me and then you start watching 

 

The way I've changed 

Deciphering scars 

Going to see them just for fun 

You disturb my natural emotions 

Anytime, pressurized  

 

 Yeah, sons of chance, take good care 

 Meet frustration face to face 

 Think about the people you might meet 



Know Your Scene – Early Punk Towns 
 

Sometimes,  I take notes. Sometimes, I go over those notes and have no 

idea what I was thinking, what I was supposed to be noting. It’s usually a lot more stream-of-consciousness 

than my actual articles, and in the following section, notes for when this issue was going to be about docu-

menting 10 early Punk scenes (London, LA, San Francisco, New York, Manchester, Philly, DC, Boston, To-

ronto, and Montreal) are turned into something of a snap-shot article. These are the things that stuck out as 

I researched to the point that they served as markers that I could hang a few pages on.  

 I’m glad I didn’t; this issue took me long enough! 

 

New York 

Kids obsessed with the New York Dolls, the MC5 and The Stooges, especially Iggy. They’re loud, they play fast be-

cause they don’t know any better, and they write rough songs with lyrics that are either totally bubble gum or from 

places deeper deeper than pop. They play in the footsteps of the Velvet Underground, but they reject the thoughtful-

ness outwardly.  



Television – The ones who saw what was gonna happen.  

CBGBs – The epicenter where everyone sees everyone else 

Max’s Kansas City -  Where you go to find it for yourself. 

The Ramones – those guys you know in a band.  

Suicide – the Smartest band, the ones the smart fans know and love.  

Blondie – The ones you knew were just a matter of time.  

Patti Smith – The artist working even when people didn’t believe they were 

Dead Boys – The ones you went to see when you found the stuff you loved 

The Voivods – The band that was really Richard Hell and split-the-difference 

The Heartbreakers – A great band, a good band, a band you like.  

 

 

London 

In New York it is lifestyle, in London it is fashion. We hear first with 

our eyes, and the markers are more important than what they des-

ignate, and everything flows from a place of style, tightly gathered, 

and poor kids saying and doing nasty things.  

SEX – Malcolm McLaren putting Vivienne Westwood to work 

to draw people who started bands to buy clothes 

The Sex Pistols – The best marketing machine. Stupidly charis-

matic.  

The Damned – The musicians who played music that bridged 

a lot of gaps.  

The Stranglers – working class punk rock, well done and craft-

ed. 

The Clash – politically intelligent and let it show clearly. 

The Slits – The women who weren’t afraid to be women in 

the London scene.  

Don Letts – the guy who was there and would remind you at 

every turn. 

X-Ray Spex – The most fun of all the London bands. 

Sniffin’ Glue  - how the non-musician punks left their mark 

with marker. 

 

 

Manchester 

Everyone in Manchester knew who was up and who was down, and more often than not, everyone was down. The 

college kids who studied obsessed, the ones who dabbled followed the ones who couldn’t be arsed to bother. They 

formed the bands, some because they had nothing better to do; most just because they thought it meant rebellion.  



Lesser Free Trade Hall – The place the Sex Pistols lit the fuse, even though The Buzzcocks were the ones 

providing the dynamite. 

The Buzzcocks – No patron saints, but they are the rock the church was built on.  

Joy Division – The ones who just kept stripping away at the music, and perfecting the non-performative per-

formance. 

Tony Wilson – the self-important visionary. He saw the tunnel coming.  

So It Goes – The clamp Wilson applied to punk rock.  

The Factory – The end result of Wilson’s good idea. 

John the Postman – the perfect example of a working class punk. Perhaps the only one at first.  

Vini Reilly – Manchester’s Patti Smith 

The Fall – a band that keeps going, but has no handle for catching on.  

Spiral Scratch – the one record that mattered. Everyone had it. 

Love You More – Probably the greatest song by a non-Smiths Mancunian band. 

 

 

Los Angeles 

The scene that defined itself by refusing to define itself. New York in obverse, never stable enough, but constantly in 

motion, in flux, in collapse. They recorded their rise and fall, and let it stand for the whole. Never as vibrant, but LA 

Punks always cast a wider net.  

X – The band that never stopped experimenting, and the one that drew you in.  

Germs – a legend told again and again, a band to which LA scenesters attach themselves to through to today. 

The Decline of Western Civilization – The document that led to a new generation, and one after that, and 

another still. 

Bags – The band that understood itself far better than the scene understood it. Years ahead in every aspect. 

Black Flag – The band that everyone thought would change everything, and who pretty much did.  

Circle Jerks – Fast, loud, and some-

how precise. Better than anyone 

ever gave them credit for being.  

Social Distortion – Somehow, they 

ended up becoming the definition 

of LA Punk  

FEAR – A terrible band who leaned 

into it and became amazing without 

changing.  

Rodney Bingenheimer – The voice 

who everyone wanted to hear play 

their song.  

The Hollywood Squares – A single 

song legend. Could have been the 

world. 



San Francisco 

London with an ocean view. Image was vital, essential, sacred. The form, cracked and broken and self-reflexive, was 
the prime reason. A scene with an epicenter, but a wave of traditions, and connections. SF was the place where liter-

ary punks would hang at City Lights, chatting with Ferlinghetti, before pasta in North Beach and the Mabuhay show at 

11.  

CRIME – Smart-dressed and dangerously angry.  

The Avengers – talent at the top and bottom, the sound that made the others sound much rougher.  

The Nuns – Cool in every dimension. Shape-shifters, even when trying not to be.  

The Mabuhay – The call was undeniable, the premises were par for the course. Excellent Filipino food before 

the shows began at 11. 

The Mutants – trying harder to make Punk into an art than to make punk. Far-ahead of the rest.  

Dirk Dirksen – The agitator who did it for no good reason.  

The Dead Kennedys – Political uber alles. 

BAM – seamingly uncool to read, but every punk read it every week.  

 

 

Boston  

College kids gather and bands form, and the moment they realise that 

Boston is divided between those that do and those that don’t, the Punks 

chose to be those that don’t by doing and doing it loud. Boston meant New 

York and Providence bands playing the headers and the locals jerking the 

curtain. Mark Sandman might be in the front rowat the Middle East of TT 

The Bears, usually with a camera.  

The Rathskeller – The CBGBs of New England. Every band wanted 

to play there because they knew it was their only hope to get no-

ticed.  

The Real Kids – The next best thing to the Modern Lovers, but nowhere near as talented. The MC5 for 

Kenmore Square.  

WBCN – The place you could hear Punk on the radio. They broke much of New York across Boston. 

Nuggets – The record store where you could find the obscure stuff. How England and LA and San Francisco 

and Detroit sounds came to Beantown.  

This is Boston, Not LA – The first real Hardcore record, and the one every Boston dorm had at least one 

copy of. Legendary performances by little-known bands. 

TAANG! Records – The label that defined the town and the sound. Hardcore’s Motown.  

Slapshot – The band that will never get its due because it was too raw.  

Dicky Barrett – The future Bosstone was the man on the scene for a long time.  

Deli Haus—Breakfast late, Velvet Elvis, crustpunks calling.  

Mystery Train—They sold bootlegs, and we all bought them.  

 

 



Washington DC 

The nation’s capitol and the one town that understood how to be offensive and political and inclusive and exclusive. 
DC defined Hardcore, they had more shows per square inch than nearly anywhere other than New York. The way the 

scene played out, it was never stronger than when they were fighting for the light with NYC.   

Bad Brains – The torchbearers. Arguably DC’s best band of any kind.  

Minor Threat – They changed punk rock, made Hardcore an inevitability, and were only together for three 

years. The rest of us can’t keep up.  

Dischord Records – If you were a DC band and you weren’t on DIschord, you were invisible in the rest of 

the world.  

The 9:30 Club – a venue far too nice to host the Punks they hosted.  

No Policy – The second Dischord record, and the only artifact of State of Alert and Rollins’ first act. Nothing 

short of a mile-marker.  

The Slickee Boys – The Son of The Stooges 

DuPont Circle – Where the punks who wanted to be seen went to be seen.  

 

 

Philadelphia  

Half-way to NYC, half-way to Washington, Philly’s scene 

was influenced by both, and is the strongest of them all 

today. South Street Philly was the landing strip, and the 

launching pad. Lee Ving even said so.  

Abe’s Steaks – The guys ate there, and then they 

played there, and it passed into history as the second 

strangest venue in Philly.  

West Side Club – Jeff Jenkin was one of the most im-

portant figures in getting Punk heard in Philly, and the 

West Side Club was literally his basement.  

The Dead Milkmen – They are the comedians, but the 

type who end up with respect. They walked that line.  

Stick Men – They played a kind of punk informed by 

funk and the no wave scene of New York, and they 

rocked really hard, but those that rock twice as long 

burn out twice as fast… 

RUIN – Not just a Buddhist Punk band, but one that 

embraced the sound of punk as an ethos and not an 

aesthetic.  

Pure Hell – Bad Brains gets the credit as the first im-

portant African-American Punk band, but Pure Hell 

inspired them. They are the Stooges to Bad Brains’ 

The Clash. 

F.O.D. – Around forever, more melody than madness, 

and solid, tried, never tired.  



Toronto 

It happened in Canada, and we forget. They drilled it in, took to the aesthetic hard harder than the US, or even most 
of England. It was a more defining moment for a generation of young Canadians. Even a pop star like Jane Child could 

wear the nose ring and chains in the 80s and not be too out there.  

The Last Pogo – A legendary concert, supposedly the last big show as the first wave crested and rolled-back. 

The film footage shows the devastation of a riot, but also the impact of the lead-up.  

The Cardboard Brain – Another band with one brilliant song, a cover of Steppin’ Stone.  

The Scenics – Never to be confused for The Sex Pistol, they knew and know what they’re doing.  

Crash ‘n’ Burn – a VHS tape the drummer of your friend’s band showed you late one night when you were 

over drinking together. An amazing document of how T-Dot Punk put it’s destructive mark on the world.  

Nathan Philips Square – You put on your leathers and made sure your chains hung right and headed off to 

show the world what you were.  

Fringe Records – The label that tried to bring Canadian Punk to the fore, but ended up doing far better giving 

Canada The Dead Kennedys, Bad Brains, and on and on. 

TO Hardcore 83 – The cassette tape that every hardcore band in Toronto had. 23 amazing songs.  

 

 

Montreal 

French Canadian Punk Rock was like English Punk Rock. No real difference, save they stayed in their lane far more, 

but also controlled so many of the Canadian labels that would take a shot on Punk. 

The Asexuals – A band that never wanted to be what it was. They were great, but straining against their 

reigns.  

First Impressions – Genetic Controll’s first single and one of the shining examples of a record too bold to 

live.  

Limelight – The Ramones played there in 1977, and three things came of it – the greatest promoters the sce-

ne ever had. 

Primative Air Raid – The first Montreal Punk compilation. Bootlegs were everywhere in the early 90s, espe-

cially in the cars of bands on the way to gigs in Quebec City.  

Foufounes (Électriques) – Montreal’s Mabuhay. 

Fair Warning – The best Canadian Punk Band, and one that should be heard alongside The Damned and The 

Avengers. 

 



 



 


